
Fun2Go
Side-by-side tandem bike

RENEWED



The Fun2Go side-by-side tandem bike

FunTrain side-by-side tandem trailer

On the Fun2Go side-by-side tandem bike, you can cycle together. Because you 
are sitting next to each other, you can easily communicate with each other and 
enjoy the surroundings together. The driver has full control over the bike and the 
passenger can optionally pedal along. 

Because of this, the bike is perfect for people who cannot (or no longer)  
participate in traffic individually. With the Fun2Go you are guaranteed hours of 
cycling fun, and it lets people feel the wind through their hair again!

Van Raam has the side-by-side tandem bike in its range for 30 years. The  
bicycle is continuously improved and now this is the fifth generation of this bike.

The Fun2Go can be extended by adding the FunTrain side-by-side tandem 
trailer. This makes it possible for one driver to cycle with three passengers.

Fun2Go side-by-side tandem bike with the FunTrain side-by-side tandem trailer.



Benefits of the Fun2Go

Characteristics of the renewed Fun2Go

Good visibility and communication while sitting next to each other
Passenger can come along if they can sit (pedalling along is not necessary)

One person is steering, both can pedal
Easy to operate and a small turning radius

Comfortable and adjustable seats with backrest

Ergonomically optimised
A basket on the front of the bike is standard

Modern and updated design
Increased comfort of the seat, and no step-through

Thicker tyres with better suspension

Thanks to the Fun2Go we are visiting various places. We have 
gotten back our freedom.









More information?

Options for the Fun2Go

Do you want more information about the Fun2Go side-by-side tandem bike or 
the FunTrain side-by-side tandem trailer? Then contact Van Raam.

With diverse options such as a rotatable 
seat, belt or gear hub, the bike can be 
customised to your needs.

Do you want an electric side-by-side 
tandem bike? Then you will receive your 
Fun2Go side-by-side tandem bike with 
the Van Raam Silent electric system and 
the new Silent smart display.

+31 (0)315 - 25 73 70      
info@vanraam.com     
www.vanraam.com

Available from  
June 2023

Technical specifications
Bike weight1 (kg):
Max. weight luggage basket (kg):
Total bike length (cm):
Total bike width (cm):
Average range2 (km):
Max. user weight (kg):
Inner leg length (cm):
1. Without the electrical system
2. With default battery

76
20

200
114

20-60
2x120

± 67-93


